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In the following days, Leon recovered and produced 40 Essential Detox Pills using a 300-year-old Ganoderma along with a

number of other valuable ingredients as preparation for his trip to the western region to assist with ambushing Poisonwielder.

Meanwhile, Devon had gone to the Dragon Corps after Joel was captured, and Alfred simply brushed him off by saying that Joel

was captured to assist with investigations.

Devon was frustrated but helpless as the Dragon Corps was backed by the government and had powers beyond any family’s

reach.

Since the Dragon Corps only needed Joel for investigation purposes, they would only keep him in custody for a few days at

most. The Hiltons could not possibly challenge the Dragon Corps over such a trivial matter.

In the end, Devon could only swallow his pride and leave.

Two days later, Leon drove to the southern region branch of the Dragon Corps to meet with Alfred, as promised.

There were five other men waiting inside apart from Alfred.

Leon's subordinates, Oliver and Abraham, were both present. Among the group was one other old man in his sixties, along with

two middle-aged men.

"Great timing, Leon! Allow me to introduce you to a fifth-level Platinum Dragon Guard here in the southern region, Scott Thear.

Next to him are Chad bridge and Jerry Hapgood. They are first-level Gold Dragon Guards," Alfred proceeded to introduce Leon

to the three with a smile.

"Hello, everyone," Leon greeted them kindly.

Scott nodded in response.

Chad and Jerry did not respond enthusiastically either, and the three seemed to ignore Leon after that.

As a fifth-level Platinum Dragon Guard, Scott was a martial artist in the Initial Almighty State, while Chad and Jerry were in the

Semi-Almighty State.

Jerry was slightly stronger than Chad and closer to reaching the Almighty State.

Leon was only a young man in his twenties, so they naturally assumed that he was weak and was likely a low-level Gold Dragon

Guard. That would make him far lower in status compared to the three of them. It was only normal for them to show Leon no

respect at all.

"Scott, this is Leon Wolf. He's a fifth-level Platinum Dragon Guard, just like you!" Alfred could tell that the three were looking

down on Leon and decided to introduce Leon properly.

"What?!"

"He's a Platinum Dragon Guard?!"

The three were stunned and gaped in disbelief.

None of them had expected a man Leon's age to be a Platinum Dragon Guard.

All Platinum Dragon Guards were required to have reached the Almighty State and accumulate sufficient contribution points

before their promotion. It was hard to believe that Leon managed to reach the Almighty State at such a young age.
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